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Thandiwe Muriu is a photographer born and raised in Nairobi, Kenya. As a female artist operating in a previously male-dominated field, she is

passionate about celebrating and empowering her fellow women.

In her CAMO series, Thandiwe showcases Africa’s unique mix of vibrant cultures, textiles and beauty norms. Through her work she celebrates her

African heritage and tackles important issues such as identity and self-perception using the rich colours and vibrancy the continent is so well know

for.

Drawing inspiration from African textiles, everyday objects and traditional hairstyles, Thandiwe explores how the individual can lose their identity to

culture. In her work she not only explores who she is as an artist, but also as a black woman. Through CAMO, Thandiwe aims to reclaim the self-love

of the African woman who is often excluded from beauty standards in her own country.

The accessories in Thandiwe’s work are inspired by the objects Kenyans interact with in their everyday life, where one object can have multiple uses

beyond its original purpose. The Artist explains that this creative recycling is commonplace for a population often lacking in means- "When you have

little, you transform and reuse it. "

Lastly, passionate about the rich history of traditional, architectural hairstyles that are being forgotten, Thandiwe was inspired to incorporate modern

forms of these hairstyles into her work in a process the Artist refers to as ‘modernizing history’- drawing from historical elements to inform future

generations about the past.

Though a vivid aesthetic, the Artist takes you on a colourful journey through her world as a woman living in modern Africa as she reinterprets

contemporary African portraiture.

Thandiwe Muriu 
 



Like the rhythmic rise and fall of a cyclist's pedal, the angles within the print of Camo 33 are filled with

bright movement. It is only fitting then, that the blue bursts of colour of the eyewear are actually the

parts of a signature bicycle found in Kenya. This bicycle is known as the 'Black Mamba' and is seen

laden with towering piles of fresh bread, or bleating goats strapped to the back shelf, or elegant

women perched daintily in sidesaddle. The African cyclists make it look effortless as they zip past

cars during morning traffic, while in truth the Black Mamba is difficult to ride. It has no gears. The

frame is sturdy. Yet it is the smooth transport to many for their morning commute and part of the

vibrant heart of Kenya.

Thandiwe Muriu 
 

CAMO 33

2021

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

70 x 70  cm 

1/7

6000 €

 

120 x 120 cm

1/3

12 000 €
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There's nothing more annoying than the high-pitched whine of a mosquitoe weaving around your

ears as you sleep. The Artist took this nap interrupting annoyance and repurposed one mosquito

repelling solution into into hypnotic eyewear for Camo 30. In Kenya, mosquito coils are lit at night-

especially in homes without electrictity- to help get a good night's sleep. 

CAMO 29

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

2021

60 x 90 cm 

Ed. 1/7

6000 €

 

100 x 150 cm

Ed. 1/3

12 000 €

“If you think you’re too small to make a difference, try spending the night with a mosquito.” 

African Proverb
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"With a little seed of imagination you can grow a field of hope." 

African Proverb 

 
In Kenya, tinsel is a key part of any heartfelt celebration, moving beyond drape on a christmas tree into

the everyday lives of Kenyans. Often used to bedeck a successful student at their graduation

ceremony, or gleefully thrown over a returning family member's neck when they travel back from from

overseas study, tinsel loudly adds to the joy and warmth of any good party. The shining, festive

eyewear of Camo 28 is a Happy New Year party mixed with an expolsive couffure and an added dash

of riotous swirls of yellow; the image topped off with the Artists crackling, bursting pink eyewear. 

CAMO 28

2021

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

60 x 90 cm 

SOLD OUT

100 x 150 cm

SOLD OUT



Thandiwe Muriu 

There's nothing more annoying than the high-pitched whine of a mosquitoe weaving around your

ears as you sleep. The Artist took this nap interrupting annoyance and repurposed one mosquito

repelling solution into into hypnotic eyewear for Camo 30. In Kenya, mosquito coils are lit at night-

especially in homes without electrictity- to help get a good night's sleep. 

CAMO 30

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

2021

60 x 90 cm 

Ed. 2/7

6000 €

 

100 x 150 cm

Ed. 1/3

12 000 €

“If you think you’re too small to make a difference, try spending the night with a mosquito.” 

African Proverb
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"You are not born a leader, you become one." African Proverb

An everyday item becomes a power woman's enhansement in Camo

31. Thandiwe Muriu turned the humble steel wool scouring pad into

statement green aviators for her high necked domina. Steel wool is

found in every homestead in Kenya because it efficiently scrubs the

commonly used Sufuria (Swahili for an 'aluminium cooking pot') to

shining perfection. And every good Kenyan housewife knows that it is

a mark of pride to have all her many sufurias glistening in sliver

perfection in her kitchen. The Artist has many childhood memories of

taking her turn to wash the dishes, using steel wool to quickly scour

the sufurias used to cook that day's family meal, then stacking the

cleaned cooking pots like a Russian babushka doll before dasing off

to grab her camera for a photo session with her sisters.

CAMO 31 - 32

2021

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

120 x 90 cm  

Ed. 1/7

12 000 €

200 x 150 cm

Ed. 1/3

24 000 €



THANDIWE MURIU

"You are not born a leader, you become one." 

African Proverb

This stunning eyewear was deconstructed from metal earrings that Thandiwe Muriu then reconstructed into curled

avant frames echoing the Kenyan Jua Kali metalwork style. The Jua Kali (Swahili for 'fierce sun') metal industry in Kenya

is an informal roadside industry of artisans and handymen who take scrap metal to create distinctive furniture,

sculptures and metal fabrications found in the common Kenyan home- all made under the hot Kenyan sun. The Artist

passes Jua Kali artisans on her daily commute and paid homage to this inspiring sight through the eyewear of Camo

27.

The intricately woven coiffure of Camo 27 echoes the elaborate Sunday-best headwraps or hair weaves that African

women wear when they are going to church. These hair weaves are a dressy hairstyle worn for special occasions and

events where each woman seeks to look her best.

The print is reminiscent of a kaleidescope that the Artist would play with in her childhood. It is fun, bright, full of wonder

and deliciously eyecatching.

CAMO 27

2021

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

60 x 90 cm 

SOLD OUT

100 x 150 cm

Ed. 2/3

12 000 €



THANDIWE MURIU

The print in Camo 24 conjures visions of scallop shells with their elegant structure. To speak of shells is to

speak of Mombasa, the costal region of Kenya with its beautiful white beaches, turqoise waves, and the

wonder of discovering an empty shell to carry home.

CAMO 24

2021

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

60 x 90 cm 

Ed. 2/7

6000 €

100 x 150 cm

Ed. 1/3

12 000 €
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"He who is destined for power does not have to fight for it." 

African Proverb

CAMO 23

2021

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

60 x 90 cm 

Ed. 5/7

6000 €

100 x 150 cm

Ed. 1/3

12 000 €

This work was presented for the first time at the Amsterdam Unseen Artfair. It plays on a voluntary hyper-

optism and on a very marked erasure of the body, contrasting with the power of the frontal and absorbing stair

of the model.

We can see here a strong feminine figure that can be seen as a reference to medusa, a very powerful antique

female character.  

The accessories in the hair are made from toy fists. They add as much lightness by their color as fierceness to

the work. They can also be seen as a funny element, so Thandiwe plays here with a strong ambivalence

present in her work: on one hand a certain and marked commitment for the cause of the African woman and

her culture, and on the other hand a spirit full of humor and lightness.



THANDIWE MURIU
 

The glasses in Camo 21 were hand beaded by local Maasai. Kenyan women often wear the signature maasai

jewellery despite not being maasai, since the particular tribal jewellery is perceived as very beautiful with its

intricate craftsmanship. On either side the frames are adorned with padlocks- the tiny kind that the artist and her

classmates would use to lock their desks in primary school. This was done to keep every student's books safe,

and remind the Artist of her school going days.

CAMO 21 

2021

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

60 x 90 cm 

Ed. 5/7

6000 €

 

100 x 150 cm

Ed. 2/3

12 000 €
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"The eyes that have seen an ocean cannot be satisfied with a mere lagoon." African

Proverb

At first glance, the monacle of Camo 20 seems to be a bespoke accent to a swirling pink story, but in truth it is made

from the unglamorous, simple clothing hanger. Found in the average wardrobe of the hard working Kenyan, wire

hangers are used not only to hang clothing but also as props, hooks, interim TV antenna, latches and so on. It was

only fitting that this Camo image took the multi-use metal strip and interprated it into a new, eye catching detail for

the viewer to get hung on.

CAMO 20 

2021

Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

60 x 90 cm 

SOLD OUT

 

100 x 150 cm

SOLD OUT
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"A beautiful thing is never perfect" African Proverb

Looped into textured eyewear, long-bristle nylon

brushes sit perched on the subjects face suddenly

becoming significant within the swirling blue and

yellow print as she looks into the distance. It is as if

she can see the future. Thandiwe uses the basic

bottle cleaning devices a reference to the strong

plastic culture found in kitchens and in homes of

Africans.

CAMO 16 (left) - CAMO 19 (right)

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

 

60 x 90 cm 

SOLD OUT

 

100 x 150 cm

Ed. 3/3

12 000 €

CAMO 16 SOLD OUT



THANDIWE MURIU

The eyewear of CAMO 5 and Camo 5-2 was lovingly

crafted in reference to cupcake holders, bringing to mind

the special treat that cake was as a child in the Artists

upbringing. Cake was baked by her mother or numerous

aunties for special occassions and inhaled by the Artist and

her friends on many happy afternoons.

CAMO 5 (left) - CAMO 5-2 right)

2015

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

70 x 90 cm 

Ed. 3/7

6000 €

 

110 x 140 cm

SOLD OUT

CAMO 5 SOLD OUT
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Hair holds bottle caps from drinks found around Kenya, with the most distinct being Tusker- a local brand the country is

globally known for. Soft drinks are often used during cultural events, most notably during the Kikuyu pre-wedding

meetings of families. At these cultural events, a girl will pour a soft drink for her suitor after dowry negotiations to

symbolize that she is agreeable to marrying him. If a girl refuses to pour a drink for her suitor when requested to do so

by her father, she is indicating she does not want to marry. 

Beads are a big part of adornment in Africa, whether for children or adults, and there is a rich history of wearing beads

for both beauty and to symbolize messages of status, age group and so forth to the larger community in one glance-

without speaking a word. In modern times, adult women wear beads in their dreadlocks, cornrows and braids to dress

up, using cowrie shells, large etched wooden beads, delicate cutout metalic beads and everything in between. 

Beads have surged back into fashion in current years, as the younger Africans rediscover them from their traditional

roots, so that within the trendy circles of the cities, many women and men are incorpoorating them into their hair styles

and fashionable looks.

"Rising early makes the road short." African proverb 

 

CAMO 11 

2021

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

60 x 90 cm 

Ed. 2/7

6000 €

 

100 x 150 cm

Ed. 2/3

12 000 €

Camo 11 is one of The Artists favorite images, as it portrays a sense of possibities; with the model standing at the brink

of a runway or just about to take off- and the uplifting feel to the fabric stripes run into the distance, giving the sense of

moving forward, moving ahead, rising up that is echoed in the African proverb tied to this image.



Thandiwe Muriu 
CAMO 3 & 4

2015
 

Camo 3 eyewear is made from old computer fans, a nod to the old, slow, noisy

computers that were used in Primary School when the Artist was younger and

sitting in class on a Thursday afternoon for Computer Studies. Every time the

power button was pressed to start a computer, the fans grumbled to life with a

loud whirr, perhaps because the heat and dust of Nairobi caused them to

complain, or perhaps because they were very old computers to begin with...

whatever the case, the frowning attitude of Camo 3 reminds the Artist of those

schoolroom computers and an era of technology gone by.

CAMO 4 (right)

2015

 Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

60 x 90 cm 

Ed. 2/7

5000 €

100 x 150 cm

Ed. 1/3

12 000 €

CAMO 3 (left)

2015

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

60 x 90 cm 

Ed. 5/7

6000 €

 

100 x 150 cm

Ed. 1/3

12 000 €



THANDIWE MURIU

"Being happy is better than being King." African Proverb

Camo 2 is a joyful image celebrating the good fun friends and family share together. No meal should

ever be eaten alone in Africa and soft drinks, particularly Coca Cola, Fanta orange and Sprite, are drunk

any time there is a good Kenyan style barbeque. Goat meat barbeque, known as Nyama Choma is

paired with soda, laughter and community, making it a symbol of much joy, unity and happy memories.

Camo 2 captures the upbeat happiness found in these moments of food and fellowship. We drink

soda around gathering and good times.

CAMO 2 

2015

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

60 x 90 cm 

Ed. 5/7

6000 €

 

100 x 150 cm

SOLD OUT



THANDIWE MURIU
 

Camo 15 is an image with meaning on multiple levels. 

Firstly, the print is reminiscent of the old logo for the Kenya Broadcasting Corporation (KBC) and the

childhood cartoons The Artist would watch on Saturday mornings. Started in 1928, KBC is still watched

by many today and helped the nation respond to COVID-19.

 

Secondly, Thandiwe Muriu gives her own tribute on how COVID-19 has changed our world by giving

the model a spiky, virus-like hairdo, yet also bright and playful in her signature style through the yellow

and green goggles for her eyewear. These goggles are made from plastic sieves known as 'Kichungi' in

Swahili, or 'filter' in English. They are iconic across Kenya to sieve tea leaves to make a good, hot cup of

tea. 

At its core, the message of Camo 15 is that despite COVID-19, we still have hope and resilience,

encouraged by little comforts of daily life that make all the difference.

CAMO 15

2015

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

60 x 90 cm 

Ed. 2/7

6000 €

 

100 x 150 cm

Ed. 1/3

12 000 €



THANDIWE MURIU
 

"Seeing is different than being told." African Proverb

The eyewear in this image is made from drinking straws. As a child, straws were the source of

countless hours of fun for The Artist. Half of their joy in getting a soda was having a straw to play

with at the end.  While sodas are important in the Kenyan culture, to a child, the drinking straws

were even more so. A straw presented infinate creative possibilites- they were drinking devices,

snorkeling tubes and fashionable bracelets all rolled into one!

CAMO 14

2021

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

60 x 90 cm 

Ed. 1/7

6000 €

 

100 x 150 cm

Ed. 1/3

12 000 €



THANDIWE MURIU
 The yellow brim of Child's Play 2 is actually the lid of a plastic

clothing hamper. These hampers have a distinct finish

made by a local Kenyan factory, and are sold at any and all

supermarkets within Kenya. As a child, the artist would play

hide-and-seek and sometimes curled up inside the large

sized laundry basket to avoid being 'found'. More grown up

now, the Artist took a hamper lid and repurposed it as a

Vogue-worthy statement hat within a small, enclosed space

for Child's Play 2. The image is titled quite appropriately, as it

is part of a series where Thandiwe explores the toys and

games she played with growing up. 

Child's Play - Child's Play 2

2018 

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

70 x 70 cm 

Ed. 1/7

6000 €

 

120 x120 cm

Ed. 2/3

12 000 €

Child's Play SOLD OUT
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CAMO 18, 2021

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+

MATT 310g

60 x 90 cm 

Ed. 1/7

6000 €

100 x 150 cm

Ed. 1/3

12 000 €

CAMO 6, 2015 

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+

MATT 310g

 

60 x 90 cm 

Ed. 4/7

6000 €

 

100 x 150 cm

Ed. 2/3

12 000 €
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"Life is lived forwards, but understood backwards"

African Proverb

 

We desire to bequeath two things to our children;

the first one is roots, the other one is wings." 

Sudanese Proverb

CAMO 13 

2021

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+

MATT 310g

60 x 90 cm 

Ed. 3/7

6000 €

100 x 150 cm

Ed. 2/3

12 000 €

CAMO 8 

2021

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+

MATT 310g

 

60 x 90 cm 

Ed. 4/7

6000 €

 

100 x 150 cm

Ed. 1/3

12 000 €



THANDIWE MURIU
 "Beauty and greatness do not belong to the gods alone." African Proverb

Camo 4415 playfully shows a rainbow of dotted delight along the fringe of the model's hair. Beads are a big part

of adornment in Africa, whether for children or adults, and there is a rich history of wearing beads for both beauty

and to symbolize messages of status, age group and so forth to the larger community in one glance- without

speaking a word. 

In a less nuanced, everyday context, plastic neon beads were added into the lengths of braided hair by the Artist's

mother, as she adorned her in her childhood. With beads in her hair, any little Nairobi girl's coiffure became extra

special, extra good looking and Camo 4415 celebrates this with the vibrant nonchalance and strings of hanging

delight on the model's face.

Beads are a big part of adornment in Africa, whether for children or adults, and there is a rich history of wearing

beads for both beauty and to symbolize messages of status, age group and so forth to the larger community in

one glance- without speaking a word. In modern times, adult women wear beads in their dreadlocks, cornrows

and braids to dress up, using cowrie shells, large etched wooden beads, delicate cutout metallic beads and

everything in between. Beads have surged back into fashion in recent years, as the younger Africans rediscover

them from their traditional roots, so that within the trendy circles of the cities, many women and men are

incorporating them into their hair styles and fashionable looks.

CAMO 2.0 4415

2018

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

60 x 90 cm 

Ed. 3/7

6000 €

 

100 x 150 cm

Ed. 1/3

12 000 €



Thandiwe Muriu 
"Where a woman rules, streams run uphill" - African Proverb

CAMO 2.0 4322, 2018

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

 

60 x 90 cm 

Ed. 2/7

6000 €

 

100 x 150 cm

Ed. 1/3

12 000 €

CAMO 2.0 4452, 2018

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

60 x 90 cm 

Ed. 2/7

6000 €

100 x 150 cm

Ed. 3/3

12 000 €



THANDIWE MURIU
 
 The triangular eyewear of Camo 1, the first of Thandiwe Muriu's powerful African series, all started with an

observation of her daily life. Every day on the way to school she would see the gifted roadside artisans and

informal entrepreneurs crafting furinture, sculpures and metal fabrication that are used across the country in all

Kenyan homes. These informal artists, working under the fierce equitorial sun without any formal shop structure,

are known as Jua Kali handymen. They are known for their innovative ideas to solve any metal fabrication needs-

be it a broken table, burst pipe or in the Artists case, triangular high fashion eyewear. A Jua Kali handyman is a

mixture of an innovator, artist and problem solver, smiling and ready for the next challenge despite the heat of a

long work day.

CAMO 1 

2015 

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

 

60 x 90 cm 

Ed. 3/7

6000 €

 

100 x 150 cm

Ed. 1/3

12 000 €
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CAMO 2.0 4322

2018

 

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

60 x 90 cm 

Ed. 2/7

6000 €

 

100 x 150 cm

Ed. 1/3

12 000 €

CAMO 2.0 4165

2018

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

60 x 90 cm 

Ed. 3/7

6000 €

100 x 150 cm

Ed. 1/3

12 000 €



THANDIWE MURIU
Every Camo images is inspired by everyday objects found in the average Kenyan home which are often

unappreciated but beautiful in their own way. For Camo 17, the artist took simple plastic kitchen objects and turned

them into an avant perspective. The right "lens" is a garish red lemon squeezer while the left is a wavy bowl in more

muted pink. Both are a juxtaposition of fun that is a tribute to the humble everyday objects women interact with daily

while housekeeping.

CAMO 17 

2018

Photography, Jet Ink Print of FineArt RAG+ MATT 310g

60 x 90 cm 

Ed. 2/7

6000 €

100 x 150 cm

Ed. 2/3

12 000 €
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